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Sometimes life seems really short, and other times it seems impossibly long. But this chart helps to emphasize that it’s most certainly finite. Those are your weeks and they’re all you’ve got. Given that fact, the only appropriate word to describe your weeks is precious. There are trillions upon trillions of weeks in eternity, and those are your tiny handful. To help both you and ourselves stay conscious and avoid NeitherLand, we’ve created a Life Calendar that lays out every week of your life on one sheet of paper. We typically bring products into posts, but in this case, they go hand-in-hand. The calendar is a 24" by 36" poster on high-quality poster paper, made to be written on and last for decades. It costs $20 and you can buy it here.

November 30 2003, 12:00am, The Sunday Times. I am a dedicated atheist. I regard religion as complete lunacy. You’ve got one opportunity to be alive: for goodness’ sake don’t waste it waiting for an afterlife. It’s the single thing which drives me. I read Marcus Aurelius every day; it was his philosophy that got me through my son Matthew’s death four years ago in a motorcycle accident. Aurelius said: “What we cannot bear removes us from life; what lasts can be borne.” I hate waste of any sort, and Matthew’s death was such a waste. At first I would rather Sunday was named as the first day in Jewish and early Christian tradition, which is reflected in Hebrew, Arabic, Greek, and Portuguese names for the days of the week. The Slavic languages, where the names for Thursday and Friday come from the word... That’s one of life’s imponderable questions. In my experience English-speaking countries tend to regard Sunday as the start of the week, and other European nations veer towards Monday. In Western tradition, Sunday is the beginning of the week. Most calendars keep to tradition, as you’d expect, and I don’t think we’ve ever seen a calendar sold in stores that starts on a Monday.